[Preliminary study on applying high resolution CBERS images to identify Oncomelania snail habitats in lake and marshland regions].
To explore the preliminary application of high resolution CBERS-02B images in detecting the Oncomelania snail habitats in lake and marshland regions. The images with high resolutions were first fused from CBERS-02B HR and CCD images, and then the potential snail habitats in Xingzi County of Jiangxi Province were extracted from high resolution CBERS images and CCD images, respectively. A total of 2 000 validation points were randomly selected for comparing the difference of distribution of these points inside and outside of the extracted two snail habitats with the McNemar chi-square test. The areas of the two snail habitats extracted from high resolution and CCD images were 98.23 km2 and 94.89 km2, respectively. The numbers of validation points in the two snail habitats were 255 and 248, respectively, and no significant difference was found (chi2 =177 9.52, P = 0.23). At large-scale studies, the ranges and areas of the two snail habitats extracted from high resolution and CCD images are not significantly different.